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What is an ...
Institutional repository
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
"An Institutional Repository is an online locus for collecting, 
preserving, and disseminating — in digital form — the 
intellectual output of an institution, particularly a research 
institution."
"For a university, this would include materials such as research journal articles, before (preprints) 
and after (postprints) undergoing peer review, and digital versions of theses and 
dissertations, but it might also include other digital assets generated by normal academic life, 
such as administrative documents, course notes, or learning objects."
The four main objectives for having an 
institutional repository are:
1. to create global visibility for an institution's 
scholarly research;
2. to collect content in a single location;
3. to provide open access to institutional research 
output by self-archiving it;
4. to store and preserve other institutional digital 
assets, including unpublished or otherwise 
easily lost ("grey") literature (e.g., theses or 
technical reports).
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
(emphasis added)
IR's : How many ?









































1. University of Michigan Deep Blue: 
48,000 documents 
2. UNL Digital Commons:
39,000 documents  
3. everybody else







































• Sidnie White Crawford




















• Dale Van Vleck
• Charles Bernholz
• Fred Luthans











• Donald A. Wilhite
• Kenneth Cassman
• J. Ron Nelson
• John H. Flowers
• Martin Centurion
• Jordan Green


















There are some whole departments/centers that 
we have been authorized to collect & upload:
• College of Business Administration
• Department of Chemistry 
• Department of Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering
• Department of Engineering Mechanics
• Agricultural Leadership, Education & Communication Department
• Nebraska Center for Materials and Nanoscience
• Materials Research Science and Engineering Center
• Nebraska Center for Virology
• Nebraska Center for Plant Science Innovation
Who has the most articles ?
Terry Klopfenstein
Animal Science 400 articles
David Sellmyer
Physics 311 articles
Who gets the most downloads ?
Robert Katz
Physics (retired c. 1994)
http://digitalcommons.unl.edu/physicskatz/
17,945 downloads in 2009   (on 203 articles)
Sending Downloads
• 3.6 million since 2006
• 1.5 million in past 12 months
• Current average =   5,000 /day
• Average article =  5 times/month 
• to 150+ countries worldwide 
(25% of usage is international)
Every month authors get an email with:
Usage Statistics for your DigitalCommons@University of 
Nebraska - Lincoln articles:
[sample]
"Melville's Economy of Language"
39 full-text downloads between 2010-01-02 and 2010-02-02
1549 full-text downloads since date of posting (2005-06-30)
To encourage readership, simply refer people to the 
following web address:
http://digitalcommons.unl.edu/libraryscience/1
(My chapter in a 1986 collection of essays.)
Traffic Sources
• Search engines 63.3%
Google 56.0%
Yahoo 4.2%
other search 3.1 %
• Referring sites 26.4%
Wikipedia 9.5%
UNL websites 6.0%
Online Books Page 1.2%
other 9.7%




1. Inclusion in the repository does not 
alter an article's copyright status.
2. We only post articles for which we can 
obtain the publisher's or copyright 
holder's permission. 
(About 80% of publishers allow some version 
to be used.)
The Good Guys
Some publishers allow use of the published version of an article:
American Physical Society American Society of Microbiologists
American Institute of Physics Hindawi Publishing
Company of Biologists Cambridge University Press
University of Chicago Press Duke University Press
IEEE BioMed Central
American Astronomical Society Research Council of Canada
American Library Association Animal Science Association
American Mathematical Society Society of Mammalogists
Am. Soc. Agricultural & Biological Eng. Entomological Society of America
Good | Evil
Less than perfect, but better than some, these publishers 
have given permission to post an “author’s version,” but not 
the exact publisher’s version:
Elsevier Wiley-Blackwell
Springer Taylor & Francis
Institute of Physics (UK) Sage Publications
Oxford University Press American Psychological Association
Lippincott National Academy of Sciences
Nature Publishing Group American Society of Civil Engineers
Am Assn for the Advancement of Science
Evil only
These publishers do not allow 




American Society of Mechanical Engineers
Karger Publishers
Geological Society of America
American School Psychology Association
Mary Ann Liebert











Open Access content by permissions status 
(at UNL)
How do I get my articles 
into the repository ?
1. email me your vita 
(or publication list) 
proyster@unl.edu
2. ( There is no step 2. )
Services UNL Digital Commons provides:
• permissioning








Can I do it myself ?
Yes.
1. Go to the "Faculty Publications" series for 
your department.
2. Click on the "Submit Research" link (lower 
left)
3. Follow the step-by-step instructions
Click here to submit your 
papers yourself.
Most publishers will make your article "open access" 
for a fee — up to $5,000; so-called "Gold OA". 
But it still won't be exposed to most search engines, and many 
non-subscribers will never find it.
Paying for Open Access
Most publishers will allow you to self-archive for free 
— this also makes your article open access; so-called 
"Green OA". 
And Google, GoogleScholar, etc. will index it and send users 
there.
"Self"-Archiving for Open Access
Which is better ... ?
You do the math.
We also do
Original Publications

